INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:

Plantra® AviGard® Easy-Fit™ Square Mesh Bird Net
SUPER PREMIUM (HEAVY) GAUGE

STEP 1 Remove Bundle Ties
Open package and remove ties used to bundle net during transport. For largest nets this may be
done while net is still in the bag. If using a knife or scissor to cut bundle ties be careful to avoid
cutting the net.
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STEP 2 Unfold Net
Super Premium Easy-Fit Nets are folded to
accommodate the heavy duty, reinforced
selvedge material on the long sides. The
17 ft x 100 ft and 25 ft x 100 ft nets must be
completely unfolded before installing. The
500 ft net can be opened and installed at one
end of the row before unfolding further during
installation. Two corners on the same long
side are flagged to mark the net ends.

Corner Flagging

Easy-Fit net above, fully expanded to show
reinforced selvedge edges on long sides and two
flagged corners

STEP 3 Install Easy-Fit Net
Easy–Fit Canopy Nets can be installed on hoop structures, frame structures or directly on rows
of plants. If cutting to fit shorter rows < 100ft, install netting from one end of the row leaving about
10ft-15ft of extra net at the beginning of the row. After installing net the entire row length, leave
another 10ft-15ft of net beyond the row end. Doing so will leave a “cushion” of extra netting to help
compensate for future canopy growth. For longer rows, those beyond 100ft, a good rule of thumb is
to leave 5%-10% of extra net on each row end.

Storage Note: Avigard Easy-Fit Bird Nets are for seasonal use only. To achieve proper
field life, store Easy-Fit Bird Nets in a dry location protected from sunlight.
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